In The Second Coming Will Barrett
descends into a cave with only water and
tranquilizers, hoping to confront God.
By Linda Whitney Hobson
When Walker Percy came up from Greenville,
Mississippi, with his Uncle Will to vacation in
the hills near Sewanee, Tennessee, he met an
eccentric old man named McDowell who was a
Theosophist and believed in reincarnation.
The old man took one look at the young Percy
and said that he had a bad aura-a brown
aura, a skeptical aura.
That "skeptical aura" may be the driving
wedge that has chiseled out a career for Walker
Percy as one of the important American
novelists writing about the South-and
America-today. For skepticism has made him
a satirist, producing The Moviegoer, which
won for Percy the National Book Award in
1962, and four novels since then: The Last
Gentleman (1966), Love in the Ruins (1971),
Lancelot (1977), and now The Second Coming, published in July by Farrar, Straus &
'Giroux. He has also written a book of essays,
The Message in the Bottle (1975), and bears the
rare distinction among living novelists of having been the subject of three critical books:
Robert Coles' Walker Percy: A n American
Search, Martin Luschei's The Sovereign
Wayfarer, and Panthea Reid Broughton's The

Art of Walker Percy: Stratagems for Being .
In The Second Coming, Percy has revived a
character named Will Barrett, whom he introduced fourteen years ago in The Last
Gentleman. At forty-five, Will is a successful
lawyer, has been elected Man of the Year, and
is heir to the Peabody fortune. His only problems are a golf slice he can't control and
falling-down fits which he also can't control.
But the ordinary ways of making do suddenly
seem inadequate to him, and he decides to
drop out of the conformist life he has been !iv-
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ing. He even wonders why he married his wife,
when, after her death, he finds himself in the
autumnal, leaf-blight mountains of North
Carolina, alone , still doing "good works" and
being a pillar of the community, yet in despair.
He wants to believe in God, but the "super-.
Christianity" of North Carolina depresses
him, though he despises the believers, the nonbelievers, and the happy businessmen equally.
In a rash and impulsive act , he signs away
his insurance policy, leaves his house, his
$30,000 Mercedes, his golf buddies, and his
daughter behind, descends into a cave with
only water and tranquilizers, and waits for
God to show Himself. Will believes that if God
does not manifest Himself there is no reason to
live anyway. By some mysterious cause, Will
gets a terrible toothache . He hurries to get out
of the cave, presumably to find a dentist, but
in his pain and weakness from lack of food, he
falls down a passageway and ends up finding,
at the end of the fall , what beneficence God
may have planned for him all the while. There
waiting for him is the schizophrenic Allie, who
has failed at everything the world has set up for
her to accomplish and has totally bottomed
out. Cleaning Will' s wounds from the fall,
feeding him, and loving him give her own life
new purpose. Even more important, the love
Will grows to feel for Allie banishes forever
any thoughts he has had about suicide. As Percy says, "The Second Coming is a story about
death, but it is also very definitely a story
about love."
The Second Coming is a very good book. It
is, by Percy's own admission, more conventional then Lancelot, but Percy readers will
recognize his old strengths here as well: the
dialogue which picks up the subtle nuances of
American speech, the lyrical but spare description, the refreshing lack of sentimentality in

love scenes, and the courage to write realistically of death.
T. S. Eliot believed that the best writing was
done on two planes, the realistic and the symbolic, and the novels Percy has written achieve
this goal in an entertaining way . Percy's novels
are parables of homo viator, man on a journey
"from a place he knows not of" to a destination just as mysterious, and the journeys made
by his heroes owe much to the traditional
journey of Christian, John Bunyan's hero in
Pilgrim's Progress. Besides being parables of
men on perilous religious quests, his stories are
psychological journeys as well.
P ercy's heroes are late-twentieth-century
men who wonder at the malaise they feel in the
midst of plenty. They are confused, cut off
from the past, and their "sickness unto death"
sometimes even produces physical symptoms,
such as the young Will Barrett's twitching
knee, amnesia, and petit-mal seizures in the
The Last Gentleman. The endings of the first
four novels are deliberately ambiguous because
Percy himself didn't know whether his heroes
would or could come to good endings. But The
Second Coming has an unequivocal and satisfying ending. Will Barrett's final dialogue with
an Episcopalian priest is a metaphor for how
Percy believes a man can take control of his
life, have both transcendence and immanence-both God and woman-in his life and
live in the "lovely ordinary world."
Handsome and tall-his pictures make him
look even taller-Percy, like Will Barrett, is
tan from playing golf and living outside as
much as possible in the warm climate of Cov-

Tanned and handsome like Will Barrett in
The Second Coming, Percy has lived in the

small, backwater community of Covington,
Louisiana, for thirty years.

ington, Louisiana. He dresses neatly but
casually and looks like a grown-up Princetonian, though he went to the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Clad in a navy
windbreaker, plaid shirt, and khaki wash
pants, he drives his light blue-and-white Chevy
truck uptown in Covington to the office he
uses for writing and reading, wh~ch is located
above the family bookstore, the Kumquat.
There is skepticism in Percy's voice as he
talks about the fix we have gotten ourselves into today, hoping that science. and technology
will save us, thinking that following a certain
social program will be the answer. "Man is in
trouble, " Percy says, but then he brightens as
his little grandson, David, partially deaf but
eager to have his grandfather read him a story
about horses, clatters down the steps, crawls
onto Percy's lap, and chooses a book from the
many on the table. This mixture of pessimism
and optimism-about the world, about his
own life and writings-typifies a man who
talks straight , who doesn't pretend to have all
the answers. "A novelist who would presume
to tell you how to live would be a fool or
crazy," he says, sitting up straight and bristling at the suggestion.
At sixty-four, he has lived to see, and see
with a perception most of us lack, the growth
of unhappiness in "the most Christian country
in the world," in a country, moreover, which
such men as William Bradford and Thomas
Jefferson trusted would provide the best environment for common men to attain this
elusive happiness. Walker Percy is here, on the
other end of that dream, to show that it didn't
work, primarily because we placed our trust
solely in science and technology.
In common with writers like Flannery
O'Connor, Thomas Wolfe, William Styron,
Robert Penn Warren, and Willie Morris, Percy
had to travel outside the South to get a fix on
what it was about himself and his culture that
was peculiar, unique, worthy of dramatization. Besides actual travel to New York and
New Mexico, Percy's journey in learning .
about himself meant pushing back spiritual
frontiers; he converted to Catholicism in 1946,
soon after his marriage, and he has not regretted that decision. "I have no trouble wit h
belief," Percy says, perhaps because his forty
years of reading, studying, and listening to
"experts" have shown him that everything but
Christianity-"the ultimate comic,
preposterous paradox"-is a dead end.
If the first four novels embody Percy's skep58
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Each Thursday when he's in town, Percy
joins artists, writers, and visitors for
thoughtful discussion at Bechac's Restaurant.
tical satire about man's ability to see what is
wrong with modern life and to do anything
about it, the new novel picks up another important strand woven into his fiction-satire as
emblem of the great concern he has for man.
While Percy satirizes all the "good, material
things" of middle-class life and says his goal is
to "destroy the middle," he also finds men
and women to be "of infinite value," and only
destroys their "idols," as Francis Bacon called
them, in order to make his readers see the
broken pieces, wake from stupor, and put the
pieces back together in a way that will prevent
them from living, as he warns, "like a man in a
prison cell, condemned to execution tomorrow, who spends his last hours playing cards."
Percy's sense of humor has been largely ignored by critics. Steve Allen once said that comedy, "if it's about anyt hing at all, is about
something gone wrong." Percy would no doubt
agree, since something is definitely wrong for all
his characters, whose ironic conversations and
ordeals become a painfully accurate record of
what he terms "these peculiar times."
Born in 1916, to an established Southern
family boasting a Spanish land grant of 1776
and a United States senator, Walker lived with

his parents in Birmingham, Alabama, until
1929. After his father died by suicide, his
mother, his two brothers, and Walker-the
eldest son- moved to Greenville, Mississippi,
to live with his father's cousin, William Alexander Percy , whom the boys called Uncle Will
and who was the author of a definitive book
on the South, Lanterns on the Levee (1941).
After the death of Percy's mother in an automobile accident, which nearly took a
brother's life as well, Uncle Will, whom Percy
remembers as "the first man I knew who placed an almost supreme value on art and reading
and music," adopted and raised the three
boys-a difficult task for a confirmed bachelor. But the household was a valuable influence on the impressionable young writer,
who began writing poetry and articles for the
Greenville High School student newspaper.
"Without Uncle Will's influence, I wo uldn't
have been a writer," Percy affirms.
During the Depression years the Percy house
became a standard stopping place for "those
making a literary tour of the South." Amo ng
others, the psychiatrist Harry Stack Sullivan
came and stayed a few weeks, along with
people like the Benets, Carl Sandburg, and
William Faulkner. There was good talk. There
was also a thoroughly eclectic library, and
fine collection of music to play on an old
Capehart record player.

It was in medical school
that Percy first became aware
of a sense of "outsidedness."
In these early years Walker had shown signs
of having a talent for writing and had stored up
enough memories-evidently unbeknownst to
him, because, he says, he walks around "in a
funk" most of the time-to write for a lifetime.
Once Flannery O'Connor wrote to him after he
had sent her a story to read: "That was a good
story; why don't you make up another one?"
She also told him that all you have to do to be a
writer is live twelve years and write about it.
Though Percy says he's not really a very good
observer or listener, he takes in, maybe
peripherally, much of the world and when he
sits down to write, it reappears, he says, "with
good luck and some talent, plus sweating,
stinking, sweating blood, practically."
Before Percy had a chance to transform life
into art, however, he was advised by his uncle
to study premed, to get a scientific education
at Chapel Hill in the late thirties . That course
of study might well have sidetracked the young
writer. But .Percy disagrees. "It was a happy
decision," he believes, because, paradoxically,
a training in premed fitted him for the job of
being a writer. Just as scientists look for
precise causes and effects of the behavior of
organisms, so too, must novelists closely
regard their characters and society.
At Chapel Hill, Walker joined a fraternity,
" sat on the porch for four years, drinking and
observing the scene" with friends, attended
scores of movies, and wrote several articles for
the Carolina Magazine. He and his friends
used to talk often of taking two or three years
off to go to Paris or hitchhiking around the
country, but they never did it. Of this desire,
Percy remarks: "I guess I decided against it ,
not because my uncle would have opposed it,
but because of the Protestant wor~ ethic, you
know. You don't just goof off for _two years.''
But despite the comradeship .of his college
years, he always felt somewhat a misfit,
something of an outsider.
When he got to New York and began working long hours at Columbia-Presbyterian Medical School, and later in the morgue at Bellevue
Hospital, he became seriqusly concerned with
this feeling of outsidedness. Percy underwent
psychoanalysis five days a week for a period of
two years. He liked his psychiatrist, but always
felt that he was somehow on the stage in that
darkened room talking to her, that he was supposed to talk even when there was nothing to
say. Will Barrett has a similar· experience in
The Last Gentleman. After two years, Percy
left, no worse and no better, determined to

look in directions other than analysis for the
answers to how -to live.
During his internship, he and the other
young doctors worked day and night, often
without masks or gloves, performing autopsies
on bums, "floaters"-bodies the police had
dragged up from the river-and what they called "five-day cases"-bodies that were put in
the icebox, left for five days, and if unclaimed,
were considered available for autopsy . Most of
these poverty cases had died of tuberculosis.
Since Percy was working so hard to learn and
did not take the proper precautions "because
there wasn't time, and we just took our
chances," he contracted TB himself, and spent
the next two years in rural New York sanatoriums, on one occasion occupying the same
room Eugene O'Neill had years before. When
his friend, the writer Shelby Foote, went to visit
him, he found him "gaunt and pale. He was
living the life of a hermit. I worried about him;
I wanted him out in the world, near people. But
he seemed happy where he was, flat on his back
and holding onto those books for dear life."
Those books were what made the difference
between a kind of prison sentence for Percy
and the escape, for the first time in his life,
from the feeling of guilt at being an outsider-one who asked too many questions of
life and got no answers.
It was a truly eerie experience to be laid up
with TB during World War II. All hell was
busting loose all over the world and I was
alone-literally alone in a room for months
and saw not a soul except a kind of practical
nurse who came in twice a day to bring food.
And the strange thing that happened was
that it was then that I began to read, for the
first time, modern literature. I began to read
Dostoyevsky, and read him and others like
Kierkegaard and Camus and Sartre for two
years. And I made the most important discovery of my life, artistically. I discovered
that my feeling of outsidedness, of
abstraction, of distance, alienation, or
whatever, was nothing more or less than
what the modern writers had been writing
about for a hundred years.
The dawning of self-acceptance for Walker
Percy carried him through the next ten years until 1954, when he began to publish philosophical
articles, book reviews, and down-to-earth articles in social anthropology. One of them,
"The Man on the Train," is an especially

perceptive parable for delineating the despair
one can experience commuting to work each
day through impeccable green suburbs, coming
home to find one's family, '!S usual, healthy and
attractive, watching several hours of television,
sleeping, and waking to begin another w~ll-ad
j usted but despair-filled day just like the one
before and the one to follow.
Percy believes it takes a crisis-a heart attack, the news of the death of a president, a
hurricane-to allow the commuter to "come
to himself" and see that he has been sunk in
"everydayness," that his talk has been just
words filling up the blankness of time. This
man cannot learn how to love or how to live a
better life just by reading books in the library,
as two of Percy's characters, Binx Bolling in
The Mo viegoer and Allison in The Second
Coming, try to do . Finally, he believes that
even the novelist can be of little help. He can
dramatize the situation of dislocated postmodern man-man cut adrift from himself-but he
has not the authority to be "edifying." The
novelist can only show man's predicament indirectly, fictionally, as he perceives it from his
own vantage point.
Each person, Percy feels, can only come out
of "the despair which does not know that it is
despair" by suffering to the point that he has
an "epiphany in ordeal. Something happens
during ordeal which makes things clearer to the
sufferer." Evidently Percy has diagnosed the
modern illness accurately, because he says he
gets numerous calls and letters from people
who tell him, "That's the way it is, and
nobody has ever said that before."
The readers he is most reassured by reaching
are his peers-fraternity brothers, businessmen
of his generation, a group he cares deeply
aboµt-and college students, who are often
aghast when they read The Moviegoer and
discover belatedly that it was written before
they were born.
Percy's family had been nominally Episcopalian, but this had more to do with aesthetics
than faith, he thought, and so after his marriage in 1946 to Mary Bernice Townsend
-"Bunt" to friends and family-the couple,
after much talking and introspection , decided
to become Catholics. Walker and Bunt lived
for a year in Sewanee, in the vacation home
Uncle Will owned before his death in 1942,
and then in New Orleans. Although Percy has
always found New Orleans intriguing, he discovered in the year he lived there that it was
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"Writing is the
loneliest goddamn life in
the world."
also distracting . In an article he published in
the April, 1980, Esquire, he admits that New
Orleans is "very much of a place, drenched in
its identity, its history, and its rather self-conscious exotica ," but that if he decided to come
to live in the French Quarter, he wouldn't
write but would feel constrained to "turn fey,
potter about a patio, and write feuilletons and
vignettes or catty ,;omans d clef, a pleasant
enough life but, for me, too seductive."
Indeed, for thirty years, Covington has been
a good place for Walker Percy. At first, the
town was a slow-moving, backwater community and Percy says he was heartened by the complaint he heard a resident make: "My God, you
could live back in those pine trees for twenty
years and never meet your neighbor-it's as bad
as New York." He thought it sounded like the
best of both worlds: "a small Southern town,
yet one can live as one pleases.'' Percy jokingly
calls it a "non-place" as a result. Unlike Hemingway in Paris and Spain or Lawrence in New
Mexico, Percy prefers writing in "non-places,"
facing a blank wall, even writing in motel
rooms, where, since he doesn't keep a journal,
"things just well up from memory," in an unformed, guilt-free environment.
Hidden in the steamy forest of south Louisiana, and approached by a rutted pea gravel
road which curves through the trees, Percy's
house is large, yet comfortable. It was designed
by a French woman who remembered the chateaux of the Loire Valley as she worked to Percy's specifications; the traditionally Southern
screened porch is attached to the back of the
house by French doors. The red brick house
with long, white-shuttered windows overlooks
the slow-moving, winding Bogue Falaya, fre. quented by boaters and water-skiers.
Percy has a daughter, Ann, whose hearing
loss consumed his and Bunt's compassion and
energy for many years. They invested years of
care in finding the best therapy and the best
schools for Ann; one friend tells the story that
when Walker and Bunt would take the child to
New Orleans for her lessons. Walker would
drive the car and Bunt, unwilling to waste a second, would sit in the back seat with Ann doing hearing exercises. Their care paid off,
though, and today Ann is an attractive and
successful wife, mother, and career woman.
Yet the comfort and the obvious love shared
by this family are only the daylight side of
Walker's life. The other side is a waiting
period, full of dread, for the next bout of
60
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writing. Joy has little to do with the process.
It comes once in a while with good luck. I
take great pleasure in writing something
either very funny or in writing a good attack
on something in our culture-attacking really
savagely. The other thing in writing that
brings me pleasure is to write a love scene
well. Writing is the loneliest goddamn life in
the world. It's terrible. It's a miserable life,
to tell you the truth.
With occasional forays to New Orleansoften to see movies, as a confirmed "moviegoer"-or to New York to take in some plays,
Percy does enough living to provide a wealth
of material for his writing. He has taught at
several universities for short periods, reads
manuscripts for aspiring writers, and confers
with John Cheever to select several manuscripts for awards from the American Academy of Arts and Letters. So he is not a hermit
in any sense of the word. But he does not seek
adulaflon and has "absolutely refused" to go
on a nationwide book tour to sell The Second
Coming for his publisher.
He confesses that his dreams are dull and ordinary, but one is recurring: the schoolroom
examination dream.
In the dream I am in medical school or at
Chapel Hill or even back at Greenville High
School and I know I have to take an exam
and I can't find the right room. And I won't
be able to graduate unless I can take the
exam. I think this dream has to do with a
general feeling of dislocation, of not really
knowing now whether or not you're "in the
right classroom."
He laughs but then more soberly says, "I still
don't know whether I've passed the exam .... I
don't know whether I've even taken the exam."
The entire canon of Percy's work, five novels
and a book of essays, is an impressive contribution to literature. But he is not through yet.
Already Percy is at work on a book of nonfiction, to be called Novum Organum (after
Bacon), which deals with semiotics, with consciousness, with the problems scientists have,
and with the impact of television sit-comswith their easy solutions to complex problems-on the minds of an entire culture.
Assessing his past work, Percy laments,
All I can think is that I've failed in these

Percy spends a good deal of his nonwriting
time at his home, which is hidden among the
pine trees in the steamy forest of south
Louisiana.
novels and in The Message in the Bottle, and
I think I've partially blown this one, The
Second Coming, but I've got a good idea for
the next one. Each time, I think "Well, this
is going to be it! " And now, I'm not
interested in The Second Coming. You
know, you always fail. It fails.
But I'll tell you a secret. I think the only

thing that keeps the novelist going, and I'm
not sure that any other novelist would admit
this, is the thought that you are going to do
the really big one. It's like the story Tolstoy
used to tell. When he was a little boy, his
brother told him when they were walking in
the woods that there was a green stick buried
on the estate and if you found it you found
immortal life. So whenever he went out
walking, Tolstoy always sought the green
stick . And so all I'm saying is that the
novelist is like the fisherman-always after
t he big one-the really big one. Otherwise he

wouldn't bother, because it's a pain in the
ass to write.
But while Percy looks for "the big one," the
one which he believes will say exactly what it is
to be alive in the twentieth century, he should
also keep in mind that, more than most American novelists, he has provided a vital, respected
model for others to follow simply because he is
the kind of man he is. One visitor tells this
story: he and Walker Percy had talked late into
the winter night about literature and life, and
as they stood on the wide terrace in front of

Percy's home in Covington, looking at the
stars and speculating on the coming of spring,
Percy realized it was too dark for the guest to
find his way across the lawn to his car. So he
went inside, turned on the floodlights, came
back to stand quietly in the doorway, his tall
form outlined by the light from the room
beyond. Percy raised his hand above his head
in a sign of farewell. But the sudden light had
shattered the rural darkness of "goldgreen
Louisiana" and, as the visitor turned to walk
away, he saw then that his own shadow cast by
the light was twenty feet long.
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